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About This Game

Way out is a VR game for sports.You shuttle in the square arrays to get a way out.To get scores to improve ourselves for better
achievement.Get up. Let us get fit in VR world.Let’s enjoy moving and shooting in sky, snow, laboratory.

Three Scenes

Sky*the vast sky; Snow*the heavy snow; Laboratory*science fiction world

Five Equipments

Speed Up: Speed Up the Bullets

Strengthen: Increase Bullet Lethality

Split: Three Bullets At Each Shooting

Bullets Time: Slow Down the Enemy's Speed

Shield: Avoid A Attack At A Continuous Time
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Others

To upgrade various properties, experience the process of growth.
A large number of square arrays, find surprises everywhere.
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Title: Way Out
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Shenzhen Simeng Technology Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
Shenzhen Simeng Technology Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD HD7850 or NVIDIA GTX 750ti

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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really shows potential for educational vr
. I have no idea how to explain this game to new people, all I know is that I can't stop playing it. If I'm having a bad day I put on
my SoundCloud playlist and go for a run.. My first in the Nancy Drew series. Played this and became hooked on all of them
since. :) I love the characters, the puzzles, the scenery-- everything! Challenging at times (Google a walkthrough if need be) but
a great play for casual gamers who love a good mystery!. A short cool space game with an interesting time progression system.
Disks do work in the rec room computer, just fiddle with them a bit for some backstory that fits very well with the environment.
I thought the ending was exquisite.. i like the concept of the game - no loot boxes, no energy, no pay2win. i don't like that a
player still needs to grind to get resources for upgrading cards. the game is quite tough at the start but i made a competitive deck
pretty fast. read the card descriptions its very very important.. I loved this game. The characters and there development, the
storyline, it's interaction. Everything. Though I would have prefered maybe a few extra stories that showed what happened a
year later for all of them. Though I do have to say that I have played many, many, many visual and interactive novels and can
confidently say that this has become my favorite.

I really really hope to see a sequal soon! If so please email me when the beta and game comes out!

Goodluck!
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Once again, I wish there was a "maybe" option. The reason I gave it a thumbs down is the way the game is marketed.

"Build your own town and make heaps of money in this addictive strategy game. Construct an idyllic neighborhood with plenty
of houses and keep your residents happy by providing all services they need, and they will reward you with a tidy profit."

While that statement is completely true, it gives the impression the game is a city builder and a lot of the reviews below are
calling it a city builder, but it's not.

Townopolis is a cross between a puzzle game and a time management game. The theme might be construction, but the game is
about figuring out the optimal arrangement of your buildings to achieve the goals each level sets you. There is no sprawling map
or freedom to build. You are provided with a small map consisting of tiles. Some you can build on, some you can clear and then
build on, others can't be built on (factories etc.) and\/or cause negative happiness to the neighbouring tiles. You want to keep the
residents happy, and every building type has positive or negative effects to those in the neighbouring tiles.

Now that is out of the way. I bought the game because it was cheap and I love city builders. To that end, I was disappointed. The
game, however, is simple to learn, isn't very complex, there is no resource gathering other than waiting for rent to arrive, and if
you like puzzle games and approach it as such, it's very casual but worth checking out.

The only real negative I had was the frequency buildings broke down. As soon as you get to 8 or more buildings, it seems one or
two of them start breaking down at random every few seconds, so you have to frantically repair each of them manually and the
game just becomes about time management at that point. Not to mention how annoying the break down sound effect is, when
you are hearing it every 3 or 4 seconds.

It's cheap, it's casual, it can be fun, but buy it because it's a puzzle game, not a city builder, and you'll avoid disappointment..
Pros:
-Good story
-Interesting concept
-decent graphics
-awkward character animations

Cons:
-Story doesn't have much to do with the game itself
-Boring level design
-Often gets out of sync, which is pretty inexcusable for this type of game

6\/10
. I love this game!

Pros
- Great story, battle & exploration balance and pacing
- World, dungeon and puzzle design
- Succeeds and mixing the familiar and the unfamiliar
- Choose between 2 versions of the soundtrack (I preferred the chiptune style of the original BUT if you get deep into the 'post-
game' you'll see the remastered graphics and soundtrack are thematically justified).
- Some character customisation thanks to stat boost items and meaningful equipment choices

Cons
- RPGMaker limitations: F12 shutdown, Start Screen volume not linked to options menu volume control

Conclusion
- The main quest offers a satisfying little RPG with plenty of surprises. Meanwhile the whole of the EX post-game not only
gives you more if you want more, it includes the the kind of RPG gameplay segments that were not yet utilised. The EX chapter
also takes the story to a whole other level; one that had me laughing, cheering and taking a step back to admire the pure
imagination.. Simple and I very enjoying stage by stage.. Fun game that looks like older shooter games. It is not for every one
but I like it. You can sprint all time and have weapons no need to unlock them. Good for nostalgy.. Bamboo EP is composed of
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two very distinct games and one amusing menu screen.

Bamboo Ball: A very fun little dodgeball-esque minigame that is distinctly lacking in features. The ai isnt worth spending much
time with and the multiplayer is limited to 1v1. I breifly played the multiplayer and amdmitedly its great but I cant help but feel
options for 2v2, number of pegs\/balls, and ai difficulties would give this half of the EP more legs. As it stands Bamboo ball is
the b-side of the EP.

Bamboo Hearts: A side scrolling ninja combat game that in some ways reminds me of The Legend of Kage, mostly how
acrobatic the combat feels. The mechanics are simple but every fight is very dynamic. So far in my early playtime I haven't
found a tatic or approach to even the basic enemies that guarentees and easy kill... and also the music is perfect.

Final thoughts: Bamboo Hearts is worth the price and everything else is extra. I'm really hoping for a Bamboo Hearts LP or Just
Bamboo hearts 2 I guess.. They used math to create really nice game huge bravo for idea
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